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Attention: Virginie Ethier, Assistant Commissioner and Director General, Patent Branch, CIPO.
 
Good day:
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed amendments to the Patent Rules.

I do not yet see how the introduction of a "conditional notice of allowance" (CNOA) will
reduce the number of needed communications sufficiently to offset its accompanying
complexity.

Currently, an applicant may respond to any requisition by addressing the
identified defects, leading to a notice of allowance. The CNOA mechanism, in a
best-case scenario, will permit this notice to be skipped, but only if the applicant
addresses the identified defects. In addition, if the applicant unsuccessfully
addresses the defects, CIPO will now have to refund their final fee and potentially
send an additional communication, telling them the CNOA has been withdrawn.
The introduction of this new mechanism itself adds complexity for readers of the
Rules, and to the implementation of the Rules. The included introduction of the
new concept of "minor defect" will require definition and likely entail further
consultation, debate, refinement and justification.
Another goal of the CNOA appears to be to avoid "a potential requirement to
request continued examination on a report that would otherwise trigger that
requirement," a mechanism that would be introduced with these amendments. If
this is a significant concern, a coarser but much simpler way to ameliorate it than
creating CNOAs would be to permit four requisitions instead of three to be
written before examination ceases.

The introduction of a requirement of a fee for excess claims makes sense, but it appears
to be easily circumventable, thus failing to achieve the benefits sought. As an
alternative, I suggest replacing proposed s 87(1)'s check for excess claims at the time of
the final fee with a check any time an amendment is made.

An example of how an applicant could circumvent the proposed mechanism:

An application is filed with fewer than 20 claims, and examination is
requested;
the application is amended to include a token defect (e.g. an incorporation
by reference or an omnibus claim) plus 100 additional claims;
examination proceeds (including prosecution of the 100+ claims) until the
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only defect remaining is the token defect, and a requisition is sent on this
basis;
the applicant amends the application to remove the token defect and bring
the number of claims down to 20; and
a notice of allowance is sent and the applicant pays the final fee based on
the 20 remaining claims.

By checking for excess claims whenever an amendment is made (in addition to
when examination is requested), using language like that in the proposed 87(1),
such an attempt at circumvention would be prevented.

Proposed s 85.1(3) would provide an avenue to returning an application to examination
after allowance, but not if the allowance was reached via s 86(12) (i.e. if the applicant
made amendments identified as necessary for allowance in a CD). All allowed
applications should be treated equally. This would not only be fair to applicants, but also
less complex.

If there is a significant concern about potential abuse by applicants continually
returning an application to examination after allowance, a limit can be set on the
number of times s 85.1(3) could be exercised. In addition, prosecution time after
any requested return to examination from allowance should not contribute to a
patent term adjustment.

Proposed ss 85.1(1) and 85.1(5) state that examination ceases following an allowance,
unless the allowance was reached via s 86(12). It is unclear what effect this would have
on such an allowed application. Unless this wording was chosen deliberately to attain a
goal, it should be changed to treat all allowances equally.
Proposed ss 86(14) and 86(14.1) state that an allowance or CNOA can be withdrawn if
the "examiner has reasonable grounds" to believe the application is defective, but
current s 86(14) says an allowance can be withdrawn if the "Commissioner has
reasonable grounds." I believe the latter wording is preferable because it not limited to
only the examiner but to open to the Commissioner and all those working on her behalf,
including the Patent Appeal Board.

Best regards,
Leigh Matheson
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